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Disclaimer- this book is for general information
purposes only. It is not intended as a substitute
for the medical advice of physicians. The author

does not assume and hereby disclaim any liability
to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption

caused by this book. The author is not responsible
for any adverse effects resulting from the

suggested rituals. Any use of this information is at
your own risk. The information within this book is
strictly for spiritual educational purposes. If you

wish to apply ideas contained in this book, you are
taking full responsibility for your actions. 



WHAT IS TANTRA?
Tantra is a yogic path that embraces the totality

of life. Instead of asking us to renounce or
transcend to reach 'higher states of

consciousness,' tantra invites us to experience
life and welcome it deeply. 

 
Tantric practices include chanting mantras,

communing with deities, and doing embodied
meditations. 

 
The tantric path helps us honor the body,

emotions, and all the senses so that we discover
them as the goddess and experience them not

as separate, but as sacred. 
 
 

Recommended tantra book:  Tantra Illuminated by
Hareesh Wallis



TAROT BASICS

Always take a few moments and center
yourself before pulling cards. This could be

simpky taking a few deep breaths, placing your
hands over your heart, or lighting a candle.

Think about the question or purpose before
drawing each card.

Try pulling cards after meditating, on a full
moon, or when out in nature, by a tree, or

near water.
In addition to tarot cards, you may wish to add
an oracle card to these spreads, as a bonus at

the end.
Experiment with pulling out the 22 major
arcana cards or using the entire deck for

these spreads, see what you like.

Tarot is a beautiful practice of self-discovery. Your
cards can serve as archetypes, allies, and spiritual

contemplations to mirror back to you different
stages of the self-trust journey!

A few tips for getting started:



INNER UNION SPREAD
This spread looks at how energy polarizes within us
into masculine and feminine expressions as based
on tantra yoga philosophy. The Shiva card reveals
where we’re leading with penetrating awareness

and the Shakti card reveals where our
spontaneous feeling energy is leading, and the

Union card shows how we can bring these
extremes into balance.



ROOT CHAKRA SPREAD

2
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The root chakra is the energy center at the base of the
spine which is the seat of grounding.  It's connected to our
sense of safety, stability, financial independence, and self

trust. It has a lot to do with pressure and how we handle it.

Card 1:  Current state of my root chakra

Card 2:  How to get grounded and feel safe

Card 3:  A sign to let me know my root chakra is
healthy



SACRED SEXUALITY SPREAD

1 2

34
1) My current relationship to erotic energy

2) How to increase my sexual drive/ life force?
3) What do I need to open to sexually?

4) Who will receive this part of me or where will it
find healthy expression?



DIVINE MASCULINE SPREAD

1 2 3

Card 1) Where do I need more structure and
discipline?

Card 2) Where does there need to be more
detachment/ awareness?

Card 3) A sign to let me know my inner masculine is
healthy 



DIVINE FEMININE SPREAD

1 2 3

Card 1) Where do I need to allow myself more
creative expression and flow?

 
Card 2) Where does there need to be more feeling

and spontaneity?  
 

Card 3) A sign to let me know my inner feminine is
healthy



EMOTIONAL INTEGRATION SPREAD

1) What sadness lies dormant within me?
 

2) What anger lies dormant within me?
 

3) How can I transmute these emotions into peace?

1 2

3



ENERGY BODY SPREAD

Card 1) What element or mood is dominating my
energy body?

Card 2) What needs to be felt/ digested by my energy
body in order to feel radiant?

Card 3) A sign to let me know my energy body is
healthy and balanced

1 2 3



ETERNAL BELOVED SPREAD

How is my
eternal 
beloved
showing

up?

What does
my eternal

beloved
want to

share with
me?

1 2



 SACRED LOVE SPREAD
Pull out the Lovers card, then choose 2 cards

face UP that symbolize love for you.  
 

1. The gate- how this love will enter your life.
2. The garden- how it will nourish & sustain

you, & enhance your personal growth.
3. The dance- what will be exchanged

karmically between you & the other person
4. The moon- how you’ll intuitively know this

is a healthy love for you- a sign you’ll get
5. The path- what you need to do, learn,

contemplate or focus on to manifest this love
 

Gate Garden Dance Moon Path



TANTRIC TAROT CARDS:
Hermit: Tantric master. Gifted at sex.

 
Empress: Shakti, emotion, creative force

 
Strength: a readiness for tantra, harnessing
the energy body, & access to lots of sexual/

creative energy
 

The Devil: a very tantric card because it has
to do with mastering life force energy/

harnessing money, power, and sex without
getting addicted/ drained

 
Death card: Transfiguration, linked to

emotional digestion and the
transformative effect it has on the physical

body
 

The World: Shiva & Shakti fully merged,
totality, integrated masculine and feminine,

one with the eternal beloved
 
 



Thank you for reading! I offer 1-1 'tarot & eros'
immersions for women. To learn more visit

tarakimes.com. To book a tarot reading email me:
tarawiththetarot@gmail.com


